28 April 2012- A group of SAA-GE students went through an adrenaline filled session of paintball war. Red Dynasty Paintball Park offers varieties of game scenarios, and we opted for the Rambo package.

It started with a safety briefing conducted by the safety marshals assigned to our group. We familiarized ourselves with the safety rules and regulations of handling a Paintball marker and the game. We then proceeded to the field for a pre-game briefing before the mission began.

One man with one mission: Destroy the opposition and survive! With 250 paint balls assigned to us, we were fearless and dangerous. Given different scenarios and missions to complete for victory, each team raced against time to complete their missions while eliminating their opponents by shooting them at the same time.

We immersed ourselves in two hours of shooting, hiding and capturing the flag!

Though we had bruises and sore muscles, the Paintball experience was indeed wonderful. We had fun, teamwork and wonderful memories of student and staff bonding.